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Recent experiments on magic angle twisted bilayer graphene have discovered correlated insulating
behavior and superconductivity at a fractional filling of an isolated narrow band. In this paper we show
that magic angle bilayer graphene exhibits another hallmark of strongly correlated systems — a broad
regime of T−linear resistivity above a small, density dependent, crossover temperature— for a range of
fillings near the correlated insulator. We also extract a transport “scattering rate”, which satisfies a near
Planckian form that is universally related to the ratio of (kBT/~). Our results establish magic angle bilayer
graphene as a highly tunable platform to investigate strange metal behavior, which could shed light on
this mysterious ubiquitous phase of correlated matter.
A panoply of strongly correlated materials have metallic
parent states that display properties at odds with the expecta-
tions in a conventional Fermi liquid and are marked by the ab-
sence of coherent quasiparticle excitations. Some well known
families of materials, such as the ruthenates [1, 2], cobal-
tates [3, 4] and a subset of the iron-based superconductors [5],
show non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior over a broad inter-
mediate range of temperatures, with a crossover to a conven-
tional Fermi liquid below an emergent low-energy scale, Tcoh,
at which coherent electronic quasiparticles emerge as well-
defined excitations. Even more striking examples of NFL
behavior are observed in the hole-doped cuprates [6, 7] and
certain quantum critical heavy-fermion compounds [8] where
the incoherent features appear to survive down to the lowest
measurable temperatures, i.e. Tcoh → 0, when superconduc-
tivity is suppressed externally. In the incoherent regime, all of
these materials in spite of being microscopically distinct have
a resistivity, ρ(T ) ∼ T , and exhibit a number of anomalous
features [8–11] clearly indicating the absence of sharp elec-
tronic quasiparticles. In strongly interacting non-quasiparticle
systems, it has been conjectured [12] that transport “scattering
rates” (Γ) satisfy a universal ‘Planckian’ bound Γ . O(kBT/~)
at a temperature T . It is however worth noting that in a NFL
there is in general no clear definition for Γ; the scattering rates
defined through different measurements, such as dc and opti-
cal conductivity, need not be identical [13]. One of the most
surprising aspects of incoherent transport in these systems, in
spite of these subtleties, is that Γ extracted from the dc resis-
tivity (through a procedure specified in Ref. [14]) appears to
satisfy a universal form Γ = CkBT/~ with C a number of order
1 [14, 15].
Recent experiments [16, 17] have reported the discovery
of a correlation driven insulator at fractional fillings (with re-
spect to a fully filled isolated band) in magic-angle bilayer
graphene (MABLG). In MABLG, the relative rotation be-
tween two sheets of graphene generates a moire´ pattern (Fig.
1a) with a periodicity that is much larger than the underly-
ing interatomic distances in graphene. The theoretically esti-
mated electronic bandwidth, W, is strongly renormalized near
these small magic-angles [18–20]; then the strength of the typ-
ical Coulomb interactions, U, becomes at least comparable to
(if not greater than) the bandwidth, U & W. Investigating
the properties of MABLG as a function of temperature and
carrier density with unprecedented tunability in a controlled
setup can lead to new insights into the nature of electronic
transport in other low-dimensional strongly correlated metal-
lic systems.
For our experiments, we have fabricated multiple high-
quality encapsulated MABLG devices (see Fig. 1a) using
the ‘tear and stack’ technique [21, 22]. As reported earlier
[16, 22], we obtain band-insulators with a large gap near
n ≈ ±ns, where n is the carrier density tuned externally by
applying a gate voltage and ns corresponds to four electrons
per moire´ unit cell. On the other hand, correlation driven in-
sulators with much smaller gap-scales [16, 23] appear near
n ≈ ±ns/2; we denote these fillings as ν = ±2 from now
on (the fully filled band corresponds to ν = +4). Dop-
ing away from these correlated insulators by an additional
amount, δ, with holes (ν = ±2 − δ) and electrons (ν = ±2 + δ)
leads to superconductivity (SC) [17, 23]. The superconduct-
ing transition temperature (Tc) measured relative to the Fermi-
energy (εF), as inferred from low temperature quantum oscil-
lations measurements [17], is high, with the largest value of
(Tc/εF) ∼ 0.07 − 0.08, indicating strong coupling supercon-
ductivity [17]. A schematic ν−T phase-diagram for MABLG
is shown in Fig.1b.
In this work, we investigate the transport phenomenology
of the metallic states in MABLG as a function of increasing
temperature over a large range of externally tuned fillings. We
have analyzed the temperature dependence of the longitudinal
DC resistivity, ρ(T ), for a number of devices (MA1 - MA6)
over a wide range of fillings, the results of which appear to
be qualitatively similar across devices. In order to highlight
the universal aspects of the behavior, both within and across
different samples, we show the temperature dependent traces
of ρ(T ) for a range of different ν in two devices MA1 and
MA4 in Fig.1c and Fig.1d respectively. The range of ν chosen
for this purpose is shown as a color-bar in Fig.1b; see caption
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FIG. 1. Transport in MABLG. a, Device schematic and four-probe transport measurement configuration (left). Top-right: side-view of the
device structure, consisting of bilayers of graphene twisted by θ relative to each other, sandwiched by hBN on the top and bottom. The carrier
density is tuned using the metal gates at the top/bottom. Bottom-right: schematic MABLG moire´ pattern. b, A schematic phase diagram for
MABLG as a function of temperature and filling, ν. The strange metal behavior with T−linear resistivity is primarily restricted to fillings
near ν = ±2. Orange regions denote superconductivity. Light blue regions denote the correlated insulator region. The color bars indicate the
approximate filling ranges investigated and shown in Fig. 1c,d. c, Resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature for device MA1 (θ = 1.160) for
gate-induced densities from −1.96 × 1012 cm−2 (blue) to −1.22 × 1012 cm−2 (red); see horizontal colorbar near ν = −2 in Fig.1b. d, ρ(T ) for
device MA4 (θ = 1.160) for gate-induced densities ranging from 1.23 × 1012 cm−2 (blue) to 1.89 × 1012 cm−2 (red); see horizontal colorbar
near ν = +2 in Fig.1b. The inset shows the traces for the same device at low temperatures. The solid smooth lines have been obtained by using
a gaussian-weighted filter.
for details. As is evident from these traces, at low temper-
atures the resistivity exhibits highly non-monotonic features
as a function of ν, reflecting the complicated and distinct na-
ture of the ground states [24] (see also inset of Fig. 1d). On
the other hand, at higher temperatures, the traces for both de-
vices look qualitatively similar and show a clear monotonic
trend as a function of the gate-tuned filling in spite of the un-
derlying low-temperature differences. As ν is tuned externally
starting from near the superlattice density, the number of carri-
ers increases resulting in an enhanced conductivity. This sim-
ple picture is to be taken seriously only at high temperatures;
at low temperatures the effective number of carriers changes
non-monotonically across ν = −2 [17]. We identify the char-
acteristic temperature scale associated with the crossover be-
tween these distinct regimes, which depends on ν itself, as
Tcoh(ν). For a wide range of fillings in the vicinity of ν = ±2,
we find that ρ(T ) ∼ AT for T & Tcoh(ν), where A denotes the
slope of the resistivity in units of ohms/K (Ω/K). In a given
3device, A has a relatively weak dependence on ν, but there is
a substantial variation in the value of A for fillings ν = ±2
for a given device, as well as in between devices (which have
invariably slightly different twist angles, θ).
Fig. 2a shows ρ(T ) for two separate MABLG devices, MA3
and MA4, at optimal hole doping, i.e. at fillings where the
measured Tc is highest on the hole doped side of the cor-
related insulators at ν = −2 − δ (MA3) and ν = 2 − δ
(MA4). From a linear fit to the regime T > Tcoh, we ob-
tain A ≈ 335 Ω/K for MA3 and A ≈ 95 Ω/K for MA4. It
is interesting to note that a naive estimate for the slope of the
resistivity, assuming ρ(T ) ∼ AT and accounting for the spin
and valley degeneracies at high temperatures, would lead to
a value of A ∼ (h/4e2W), up to O(1) prefactors [25]. For
an estimated bandwidth of order W ∼ 10 meV, this gives
A ≈ 60 Ω/K which is close to the observed values. We
now compare and contrast the above results for MABLG with
monolayer graphene (MLG), a chemically similar, but weakly
correlated metallic system, that also displays T−linear resis-
tivity extending over a much wider range of temperatures. In
the inset of Fig. 2a, we show two representative examples
of ρ(T ) for MLG on a SiO2 [26] and hBN [27] substrate, re-
spectively. The resistivity in MLG devices is approximately
two orders of magnitude smaller than MABLG, making it a
significantly more conducting metal compared to MABLG.
Similarly, the slope of the resistivity for MLG on both sub-
strates is A ≈ 0.1 Ω/K and is nearly doping independent for a
range of different densities near charge neutrality. The slope
in MLG is thus approximately three to four orders of magni-
tude smaller than the corresponding slope in MABLG. Since
there is some variation in the value of the slopes across differ-
ent samples, we have studied the dependence of A on the twist
angle, θ, as shown in Fig. 2b. The slopes are always evaluated
for optimal doping, i.e. the filling at which Tc is the highest.
Orange (cyan) markers denote fillings with ν > 0 (ν < 0),
while solid (empty) symbols denote deviations, δ > 0 (δ < 0),
away from the correlated insulators at ν = ±2. As it is clear
from the figure, the slopes at a given θ depend on the sign of
ν. Experimentally, it is unclear at what value of θ the magic-
angle condition is satisfied precisely. However, we find the
highest superconducting Tc around θ ∼ 1.030, which might
possibly indicate closest proximity to the magic-angle. While
we do not have enough data-points to obtain a clear trend, the
typical values of the slopes are large near θ = 1.020 − 1.030
(MA3, MA5, respectively) and θ = 1.160 (MA1, MA4). Fill-
ings ν > 0 also tend to have higher slopes than ν < 0. We
can also obtain the intercept, ρ0 = ρ(T → 0), from an extrap-
olation of the data from high temperatures which gives us a
rough estimate of the residual resistivity due to elastic scatter-
ing. The results are shown in the inset of Fig. 2b.
One of the most interesting aspects of the longitudinal
transport data in MABLG is that the T−linear resistivity is
primarily confined to fillings near the correlated insulators at
ν = ±2 ± δ with δ . 1/2. We note however that we do ob-
serve a number of correlated phenomena [23], and some un-
usual transport properties including T−linear resistivity, also
near ν = ±1,±3 (marked by asterisks in Fig.1b) in some of
our devices, results that will be reported elsewhere. Fig. 2c
shows the traces of ρ(T ) in the vicinity of ν = −1/2 (see cor-
responding arrow on the schematic phase-diagram in Fig. 1b)
for device MA4 ; the traces at ν = +1/2 look qualitatively
similar. The inset of Fig. 2c shows ρ(T ) near charge neutral-
ity at ν = 0. It is clear that ρ(T ) exhibits qualitatively distinct
behavior near these fillings, without any clear indication of a
broad regime of T−linear resistivity. In Fig.2d and its inset
we plot ρ(T ) near ν = −3/2 and ν = +3/2 for device MA4
(fillings marked by arrows in Fig.1b), respectively. While for
fillings near ν = −3/2 there is no apparent T−linear resistivity,
there is some indication of such behavior near ν = 3/2.
One of the most celebrated examples of strange metal be-
havior is observed in the hole-doped cuprates near optimal
doping. It shows a number of remarkable features, includ-
ing ρ(T ) ∼ BT over hundreds of kelvin without any appar-
ent signs of crossovers [6, 7, 14, 15], anomalous power-law
dependent optical conductivities [10] and incoherent spectral
functions in the presence of a sharp Fermi surface [9]. Fo-
cusing on the transport properties, the typical value of the
in-plane sheet resistivity in LSCO (which depends on sample
quality) at T = 300 K is approximately ρ ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 mΩ cm
[6, 7], which when normalized by the appropriate interplane
distance (d ∼ 6.4 angstroms) leads to a value of the resistivity,
ρ ∼ 3.1 × 103 − 4.7 × 103 Ω. These values are roughly com-
parable to the measured values of the resistivity in MABLG.
On the other hand, the value of the slope in LSCO is approxi-
mately B ∼ 1.0−2.0 µΩ cm/K [6, 7], which when normalized
by d leads to B ∼ 15.6 − 31.2 Ω/K. The slope is thus slightly
smaller than the typical values in MABLG.
Thus far we have compared the typical (non-universal)
values of the resistivities and their slopes across different
MABLG devices, as well as with other materials such as MLG
and optimally doped cuprates. We now focus on a more de-
tailed presentation and analysis of device MA2. We begin by
showing the traces of ρ(T ) for MA2 in Fig.3a for a range of
ν = −2 ± δ, roughly corresponding to the color-bar in Fig.1b.
As in the other devices, we observe that the resistivity at high
temperatures decreases monotonically as ν increases towards
charge neutrality, presumably due to the increase in the num-
ber of carriers measured relative to the superlattice filling. We
have evaluated the slope A = dρ(T )/dT at high temperatures
for the same range of ν considered in Fig.3a above. Fig.3b
shows the values of A as a function of the gate-induced carrier
density for fillings near ν = −2. The slope here is obtained
directly from a linear least-squares fit to the resistivity [25]
for T > 8 K. It is interesting to note that the slope varies
non-monotonically with ν. On the other hand, it is possible
that a transport “scattering rate” (Γ) exhibits more universal
character. In order to define and obtain Γ from just transport
data within the same device, we shall now adopt the proce-
dure used in Ref.[14]. In the regime of T−linear resistivity, we
write the scattering rate, Γ = CkBT/~, and define the numeri-
cal prefactor C as a function of ν for device MA2 by assuming
that the resistivity can be well described by a Drude-like ex-
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FIG. 2. T−linear resistivity near ν = ±2 in MABLG. a, Resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature for device MA3 (θ = 1.020) and MA4
(θ = 1.160) at a gate-tuned density of −1.46 × 1012 cm−2 (ν = −2 − δ) and 1.19 × 1012 cm−2 (ν = 2 − δ), respectively. The inset shows ρ(T )
in ohms for MLG on SiO2 (green) and hBN (blue), respectively (data from [26, 27]). b, The slopes A = dρ/dT obtained at the fillings near
ν = ±2 ± δ with optimal superconducting Tc for six different devices (MA1 - MA6) as a function of respective twist-angles. Orange (cyan)
markers denote fillings with ν > 0 (ν < 0), while solid (empty) symbols denote deviations, δ > 0 (δ < 0), away from the correlated insulators
at ν = ±2. The inset shows the extrapolated resistivity, ρ0, for the same devices. c, ρ(T ) for device MA4 near ν = −1/2 for gate-induced
densities −0.51 to −0.29 × 1012 cm−2. The data look similar near ν = +1/2. The inset shows ρ(T ) for the same device near ν = 0 and densities
between ±0.13 × 1012 cm−2. d, ρ(T ) for device MA4 near ν = −3/2 for gate-induced densities −1.28 to −1.08 × 1012 cm−2. The inset shows
ρ(T ) for device MA4 near ν = +3/2 over a symmetric range of densities.
pression [14, 15], such that
C =
~
kB
e2 nc(0)
m∗(0)
A, (1)
where nc(0), m∗(0) are the measured density and effective
mass values at low temperatures, T → 0. This expression
gives an operational definition of C, and hence of the scatter-
ing rate Γ. In device MA2, we have also been able to extract
the actual low-T carrier density (nc(0)) and effective mass
(m∗(0)) from Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations
measurements [17]. Note that nc(0), as inferred from SdH
measurements, is not simply proportional to ν everywhere in
the phase-diagram. Instead for ν = −2 − δ, nc(0) corresponds
to the gate-induced density relative to the correlated insulator
at ν = −2[17]. On the other hand, for ν = −2 + δ, nc(0)
corresponds to the gate-induced density relative to charge-
neutrality at ν = 0 [17], in agreement with low-temperature
Hall measurements. From the SdH measurements, we can es-
timate the Fermi-temperature, TF = 2pi~2nc(0)/(kBgm∗(0)),
where g is the degeneracy factor. Interestingly, ρ(T ) does not
exhibit any characteristic changes or crossovers as the tem-
5perature approaches TF for fillings near ν = −2 − δ, where
TF . 30 K [25]. In all other examples of strange metals in
solid-state systems, the range over which T−linear resistivity
is observed is significantly below TF . MABLG is thus unique
in that the T−linear resistivity appears to persist to the electron
degeneracy temperature, as inferred from the low temperature
measurements.
It is remarkable that C ∼ O(1) number for all ν studied
near ν = −2 (see inset of Fig. 3). Moreover, C is weakly
dependent on the filling for ν = −2 − δ and varies from C ∼
0.2 − 0.4. On the other hand, for ν = −2 + δ, the coefficient
increases monotonically with increasing δ, with C ∼ 1.0 −
1.6. It is interesting to note that the superconducting Tc is
lower for the fillings where Γ is larger [25]. A similar analysis
can not be carried out asymptotically close to the insulating
filling ν = −2 because of the absence of low-temperature SdH
measurements of m∗ and nc. However, since the slope in the
metallic regime at high temperatures evolves smoothly as a
function of δ near ν = −2 and the value of nc/m∗ is almost
independent of the filling, we may naively use the extrapolated
value of this ratio for δ→ 0 to infer that the high-temperature
metal at ν = −2 has a similar form of scattering rate.
A similar procedure when used to determine the scattering
rates for other strongly correlated metals [14, 15], including
ones that lead to unconventional superconductivity at low tem-
peratures, also leads to C ∼ O(1) number. A major advantage
of our analysis for MABLG is that all of our measurements
are carried out on the same device (MA2) to extract C, as op-
posed to using data from multiple devices at different dopings.
For various members of the cuprate family, the coefficient
C ∼ 0.7− 1.2, both on the hole and electron-doped side of the
phase-diagram [14, 15]. It is worth mentioning that C ∼ O(1)
number even for metals like copper, aluminum and palladium
above their respective Debye temperatures, where they ex-
hibit a T−linear resistivity due to electron-phonon scattering
[14]. In MLG, the T−linear resistivity is also likely due to
electron-phonon scattering above a density dependent temper-
ature [28]. We can calculate the scattering rates for MLG on
SiO2 in the regime where they display T−linear resistivity.
Let us express the resistivity (in units of h/e2) as
ρ(T ) =
h
e2
~Γ
2εF(V)
, (2)
where Γ is as defined earlier and εF(V) is controlled by an ex-
ternal gate-voltage, V . This leads to an approximate estimate
of C ∼ 0.009 − 0.022 for the entire range of densities studied
in Ref. [26], which is a few orders of magnitude smaller than
the value in MABLG. In Table I, we show a few representa-
tive examples of systems where the scattering rate has been
calculated using the above procedure.
We now critically examine some possible mechanisms that
may be responsible for the unusual transport phenomenology
in MABLG. Recently, it has been suggested that electron-
phonon scattering may be sufficient to explain the origin of
T−linear resistivity in twisted BLG near the magic-angle [29].
This theory is applicable primarily in the vicinity of fillings
ν = 0 and the coefficient of the high temperature ρ ∼ T
regime is then controlled by the strongly renormalized band-
structure near charge-neutrality (Dirac-points). However, in
our devices, a clear evidence for ρ ∼ T and Planckian scat-
tering rates can only be seen near the commensurate fillings
of ν = ±2 ± δ with δ . 1/2, but not in the vicinity of charge
neutrality |ν| . 1/2. Moreover, Tcoh(ν) can be as low as 0.5 K
(e.g. for device MA4 near ν = −2 in Fig.2a), which is an order
of magnitude lower than the predicted crossover temperature
[29]. The maximum value of the slope of the T−linear re-
sistivity, which has a weak dependence on ν in a given de-
vice, is observed near the angle (θ ∼ 1.030) as well as at
an angle of θ ∼ 1.160 (Fig.2b). However, ref.[29] predicts
a very strong angle dependence of the slope, with the largest
value near the magic-angle, and this dependence is tied to the
strong renormalization of the Dirac velocity. Although we do
not observe this trend, such a discrepancy could arise as a re-
sult of long-wavelength disorder and slow variations in the
twist-angle across our devices. In addition, since the T−linear
resistivity persists to scales T ∼ TF without any signs of a
crossover near ν = −2−δ, while the electrons are no longer in
the degenerate limit, electron-phonon scattering in the metal-
lic state (T > Tc) is likely insufficient to explain the origin
of these unusual results. In principle, T−linear resistivity can
arise as a result of scattering off any electronic collective mode
fluctuations (instead of phonons) for TM . T , where TM is a
characteristic scale associated with the respective collective
mode, but a crossover across T ∼ TF is nevertheless expected.
It is unclear at the moment if such electronic collective modes
are present near ν = ±2.
Under conditions of local equilibrium, the conductivity is
given by σ = χDc, where χ = ∂n/∂µ is the electronic com-
pressibility and Dc ∼ v2/Γ is the charge diffusivity (v ≡ a char-
acteristic velocity). Thus far, we have inherently assumed that
the temperature dependence of the resistivity arises as a result
of the temperature dependence of Γ ∼ kBT/~. An alternative
scenario that could, in principle, lead to ρ ∼ T at high temper-
atures arises solely from the temperature dependence of the
compressibility, χ ∼ 1/T , in a system with a bounded kinetic
energy. However, in some of our devices the ρ ∼ AT behav-
ior persists from high temperatures down to temperatures as
low as 0.5 K without any change in the slope, A (e.g. device
MA4 in Fig. 2a). Moreover, as emphasized earlier, ρ does
not show any crossovers as the temperature is swept through
the estimated εF for fillings near ν = −2 − δ. Thus while
it is unlikely that the above mechanism is responsible for the
observed temperature dependence of the resistivity, a system-
atic future study of the charge compressibility in MABLG as
a function of increasing temperature is highly desirable. In-
stead of relying on the dc transport measurements to extract
Γ, it will be interesting to measure and analyze the extent to
which the optical scattering rates in MABLG satisfy a univer-
sal form in future experiments. Interestingly, recent measure-
ments of diffusivity and compressibility in a cold-atoms based
experiment [30] find ρ ∼ T from temperatures higher than the
bandwidth down to lower temperatures without any signs of a
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FIG. 3. Planckian scattering in magic-angle bilayer graphene. a, Resistivity as a function of temperature for device MA2 (θ = 1.050) near
ν = −2 for gate-tuned densities −1.85 × 1012 cm−2 (blue) to −1.00 × 1012 cm−2 (red). The correlated insulator at ν = −2 is approximately
located near −1.3 × 1012 cm−2. The range of fillings is shown using the horizontal colorbar near ν = −2 in Fig.1a. The solid smooth lines have
been obtained by using a gaussian-weighted filter. b, Slope of resistivity as a function of filling above 8 K for the same device evaluated using
a linear fit. The inset shows the coefficient C of the scattering rate Γ = CkBT/~ for the same fillings as in Fig. 3b, respectively.
crossover.
In light of these results, any successful theory has to ac-
count for the following universal aspects of the phenomenol-
ogy: (i) a T−linear resistivity with values O(h/e2) in the vicin-
ity of commensurate fillings, ν = ±2, with near Planckian
(C ∼ O(1)) “scattering rates”, (ii) a weak dependence of the
slope of the resistivity on ν, (iii) relative insensitivity of the
resistivity to TF and by extension, to the underlying details of
the Fermi-surface at low temperatures, and (iv) the presence
of a small Tcoh above which the transport is unconventional.
Since Tcoh can be as low as 0.5 K in some of our devices, it
will be interesting to see if future experiments find evidence
of T−linear resistivity down to even lower temperatures (i.e.
Tcoh → 0). If so, it is possible that the NFL behavior in
MABLG is controlled by a T = 0 quantum critical point or
quantum critical phase. On the other hand, if Tcoh is non-zero,
it is likely that the metallic regime of MABLG for fillings
near ν = ±2 realizes an intermediate-scale NFL. Assuming
that the temperature remains smaller than the typical interac-
tion strengths but large compared to Tcoh, the state is neither a
classical liquid (or gas) nor a degenerate quantum liquid. The
system can then be best described as a “semi-quantum” liq-
uid, with no coherent quasiparticle excitations and no sharply
defined Fermi surface. Describing such a regime in a theoret-
ically controlled limit is challenging but recent progress has
been made in the study of some models [13, 31] which find
evidence of such incoherent behavior. Guided by these stud-
ies and by the present experiments we will further develop
microscopic theories of transport in such a regime elsewhere.
Slope (A)
Material 3D: µΩ cm / K C Refs.
2D: Ω / K
CeCoIn5 1.6 1 [14]
CeRu2Si2 0.91 1.1 [14]
3D (TMTSF)2PF6 0.38 0.9 [14]
(11.8 kbar)
UPt3 1.1 1.1 [14]
Cu (T > 100 K) 7 × 10−3 1.0 [14]
Au (T > 100 K) 8.4 × 10−3 0.96 [14]
Bi2212 (p = 0.22) 8.0 1.1 [15]
LSCO (p = 0.26) 8.2 0.9 [15]
(Quasi-)2D PCCO (x = 0.17) 1.7 1.0 [15]
MLG on SiO2 0.1 0.01 − 0.02 [26], This work
MABLG 100 − 300 0.2 − 1.6 This work
TABLE I: Materials exhibiting Planckian scattering rates (Γ),
where Γ = CkBT/~.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Methods
Sample preparation: The six devices reported consist of two graphene and two hexagonal boron nitride layers each. Both
materials were exfoliated on SiO2/Si chips and the desired high-quality flakes were selected using both optical and atomic
force microscopy. The fabrication of the heterostructures is based on a modified polymer-based dry pick-up technique. A
poly(bisphenol A carbonate)(PC)/polydimethylsiloxane(PMMA) is placed on a glass slide and attached to a micro-positioning
stage. We first pick a hexagonal boron nitride flake at around 1000 C. Apart from encapsulating the graphene device to protect
it from contamination, it is also used to tear the graphene flake apart thanks to the mutual attraction due to van der Waals
forces. The separated piece of graphene is then rotated and stacked at room temperature. Finally, the 3-layer heterostructure is
transferred onto another hexagonal boron nitride flake placed on top of a metallic gate at a temperature of 1600 C. The definitive
device geometry is obtained using electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching, whereas electrical connections are done
with thermally evaporated Cr/Au edge-contacted guides. In addition to a Pd/Au back gate, device MA3 also incorporates a
metallic top gate for a finer tuning of the carrier density of the sample.
Measurements: Electronic transport measurements are carried out in a dilution refrigerator equipped with a superconducting
magnet. As described in previous work [16], a base temperature of 70mK is achieved and low-frequency lock-in techniques are
used to obtain the data. Both the current flowing through the sample and the four-probe voltages are amplified during measure-
ments. In order to determine the twist angle for each device, Wannier diagrams are obtained using transport measurements and
the Landau levels that appear are fitted [16]. This procedure gives an uncertainty of about 0.02 degrees.
Supplementary Text
Theoretical estimate of the resistivity slope: Let us now estimate the slope of the resistivity, A, assuming that the T−linear
resistivity arises as a result of electron-electron interactions. For MABLG, there are three relevant energy scales — the band
width (W), the super-lattice gap to other higher-energy bands (E0), and the interaction strength (U). Experimentally, it is known
that E0 is large [16, 22] and so we consider the limit E0  W,U (we can formally consider the limit E0 → ∞). However, as
emphasized earlier, U is comparable to W.
We now express the resistivity as ρ = ρ0 + AT , where ρ0 is affected by disorder in the sample, but where we assume that
A is largely unaffected by disorder. In order to estimate A, it is clear from dimensional analysis that [A] = [quantum of
resistance]/[energy]. In the high-temperature regime, taking into account the degeneracy from the spin and valley degrees of
freedom (g = 4), we may write
A =
h
4e2
1
W
F
(W
U
, ν, ...
)
, (3)
9where F(...) is a function of W/U, the filling ν and, in principle, other quantities including the twist-angle (which affects W).
However, when W is comparable to U and F(ν, ...) does not depend strongly on ν, we expect F(ν) ∼ O(1) number. This leads
to an estimated slope of A ≈ h/(4e2W). For a realistic estimate of W ∼ 10 meV, we get A ≈ 60 Ω/K, which is similar to the
measured values up to O(1) factors. Interestingly, in the strange metal regime of optimally doped cuprates, a similar estimate
with g = 2 leads to an expected slope of A ∼ h/(2e2J), where J represents the strength of the antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction, which is close to the measured value.
Experimental measurement of slope of resistivity: We have evaluated the slope, A = dρ(T )/dT , from a linear fit to the
resistivity data for T > 8 K. In Fig.S1, we show a few representative fits for fillings near ν = −2. In order to compute
Supplemental Figure S1. Linear fits for device MA2. A least squares linear fit for the resistivity, ρ(T ), for T > 8 K for a few representative
fillings near ν = −2. The gate controlled carrier densities are denoted in the legend in units of 1012 cm−2.
the coefficient C from the measured slope in units of Ω/K, we need the following combination of units in order to obtain a
dimensionless number,
1
Ω
K
× 1
me
× e2 × ~
kB
× 1012 cm−2 ≈ 2.15 × 10−3. (4)
Phase stiffness: Based on the existing quantum oscillation data [17] at low temperatures, we may try to address several
questions related to the superconductor that emerges out of the metallic state. In particular, since we know the effective carrier
concentration, nc (from the frequencies measured in SdH oscillations) and the effective mass, m∗, we may immediately try to
infer the behavior of the ‘phase stiffness’ (related to the zero temperature penetration depth by DS ∝ λ−2L (0)), DS ∼ nc/m∗, of the
superconducting state. The phase stiffness will determine how susceptible the superconductor is to thermal phase fluctuations.
Naively, we expect that in superconductors that arise from doping a Mott insulator, the phase stiffness vanishes upon approaching
the Mott insulator (since the number of carriers that may participate in pairing vanish in that limit). The onset of long-range
phase coherence and Tc is then determined by the phase stiffness, which determines the scale at which the phase of the order
parameter locks in over long distances. Indeed, in the hole-doped cuprates, the phase stiffness on the underdoped side of the
phase diagram exhibits such behavior [32]. However, in MABLG, for ν = −2 − δ, the effective mass vanishes as δ → 0 (see
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Fig. S2), as does the carrier density. Therefore we are interested in the behavior of the ratio, DS , especially in the vicinity of the
correlated insulator.
Before attempting to infer the behavior of DS , let us review a more general principle. While there is no optical conductivity
data available on MABLG at present, it is useful to place these measurements in the context of DS . When a metal undergoes
a SC transition, the low energy optical weight for frequencies ω < 2∆ has to be rearranged dramatically (∆ is the SC gap). It
is natural for all of this weight to go into the delta-function at zero-frequencies (we are assuming that there is no appreciable
spectral weight transfer to ω  ∆), which precisely measures the phase stiffness, i.e. the ‘missing-area’ is given by,
DS ≈ 2Γ
pi
ˆ 2∆/Γ
0
σ(z) dz, (5)
where Γ is the appropriate scattering rate which includes the effects of disorder, and z ≡ ω/Γ. When ∆/Γ  1, the above reduces
to DS = DN , where DN is the conductivity spectral weight (or the ‘Drude-weight’) in the normal state. On the other hand, when
∆/Γ  1, the above relation can be simplified to yield the relation DS ≈ σ(0)∆, with σ(0) the extrapolated T → 0 value of the
conductivity from above T > Tc. A number of superconductors satisfy the above relationship [33] . In this regime, DS can be
substantially smaller than DN , meaning that only a tiny fraction of the normal state spectral weight, compared to the width of
the conductivity (ω ≤ 2∆  2Γ), condenses into the delta-function below Tc. Since we do not know ∆ in the experiments on
MABLG, it may be reasonable to use Tc/Γ as a proxy instead.
It is more useful to express the expected phase stiffness (i.e. nc/m∗) in terms of an energy scale, which in two-dimensions
is simply the Fermi-temperature, TF = (2pi~2nc)/(kBgm∗). In this expression, g is the degeneracy factor; based on the low-
temperature SdH oscillations [17] for ν = −2− δ and ν = −2 + δ we use g = 2 and g = 4, respectively. Note that the combination
pi~2
kB
1012 cm−2
me
= 27.78 K. (6)
We plot the Fermi temperature in Fig.S2. For fillings ν = −2− δ, we find that TF is roughly a constant independent of n. A naive
extrapolation all the way to the correlated insulating filling (n ≈ −1.3 × 1012 cm−2) would seem to suggest that the superfluid
stiffness remains finite, even as one approaches the insulator. This implies that superconductivity is lost not due to loss of phase-
coherence, but due to destruction of the pairing amplitude It is however worth pointing out that it is, in principle, possible for DS
to collapse dramatically as one approaches the insulator at ν = −2. We also note that Ref. [34] has recently proposed an upper
bound on the phase stiffness in superconducting MABLG, which is approximately a tenth of our estimated TF .
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Supplemental Figure S2. Fermi temperature versus carrier density. Left: The calculated TF (blue circles), with an assumed degeneracy of
g = 2 for ν = −2−δ and g = 4 for ν = −2+δ, respectively. The correlated insulator at ν = −2 is located in the vicinity of n ≈ −1.3×1012 cm−2.
Right: The effective mass, m∗/me, obtained from SdH oscillations (orange inverted triangles) [17].
